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Subject Name COURSE OUTCOMEste

Interpret various visual materials (line graphs,pie charts etc)
Use theelectronic media (intermet) for emailcommunication3 Describevarious processesusingsequence words
Comprehend different spoken

discourses/excerpts
Write cohesively and coherently and

flawlessly avoiding
grammatical errorsS,

Find inverse of amatrixusing Cayley Hamilton theoremFind the area and volume enclosedby any curve using double
andmultiple integration technique

2Usea wide vocabularyrange to organizethe ideas
logically on a

topic
Find the unknown parameterof the givenproblem which
formulatedinterm of derivative

Find theradiusof curvature of any curve
6| Tocheckthe convergency of thegiven series using different test.1 Calculatethepacking factor in crystalline structuresChoose

appropriate material for
manufacturingautomobile

parts.power plants,engines based on their modulus of elasticitySelect propermaterial for heatexchangers,boilers, evaproterS,
compressors based on their thermalbehavior
Analyse thedualnature ofelectrons in SEM,TEM,STEM
Apply ultrasonic NDT to Find flaws in metal

processing

ships.automobileparts,aircrafts
Demonstrate fibre

optic sensors used for
sensing temperature and

pressure variation inpipelines,boilers,oil tanks
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4
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M
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YSe Theo

ry
stePrac

tical

me
Code Subject Name COURSE OUTCOMEa

Recognize theright type ofpolymer indesigning.2 Applyvariousenergy transformations principle in systems3 Analyze compounds spectroanalytically

4 Analyze defects instructures using spectroanalytical methods
5Chooseappropriate alloys inmanufacturing
6Selectpropernanomaterialinmanufacturing technology.

Engineering

Chemistry I
CY6151

1 Describethefunctions of adigital computer withits organization
Apply appropriate algorithm to solvethe problem
Analyse the different conditional constructs to solve simple
scientific and statistical problems
Analyse the usage of functions and pointers

Solvethe program using arrays and strings

Apply the concept of structures and unionsin
writing C

programs

1 Drawthefree hand sketching
2 Drawthespecialcurves

Draw the IsometricandPerspective Projection

Draw the Development of Surfaces5 Drawthe Solids andSection of Solids

Drawthe Points, Linesand Planes

Choose appropriate office automationtoolto solve the problemApply good programming designmethods for program
development

3 Design andimplement Cprograms forsimpleapplications4 Solveproblems usingStringfunctions
|Create and Implement the C programs with the helpof structuresand unions.

1Fabricate carpentary parts

2 Demonstrate plumbing work
Demonstrate sheetmetal work

Demonstrate electrical circuit connections5 Demonstrate soldering joints

create reports &curriculum vitae

useactive & passivesentences
produce different types of

writing such as
narration, description,

exposition and argument

analyse and evaluate theimplied meanings of various texts
write minutes ofmeeting

6 demonstratetheskill ofskimming &scanning
apply the Laplace transform

techniquesinthe analysis of linear
timeinvariant systems

Computer

Programming

GE6151

Engineering

Graphics
GE6152

Computer
PracticesGE6161

Laboratory
Prac

tical

Engineering
PracticesGE6162 3
Laboratory 4

TechnicalHS6251
Theo

English II
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Find complex integration usingcauchy's residue theorem and2
cauchy's intogral formula
transform any function from one domain to another domain using
conformal mapping
transform any function from one domain to anotherdomain using4
bilinear transformation

calculate line
integral, surface integral and volume

integral for

thegiven curve

solve ordinary differential equationsusing different methods.

choose properconducting material used for heating

elements,coils,clectrical machines
Calculate thecarrier concentration for semi conductingmaterials
select suitable magnetic material in the

production of gyrator,

motors, electric cars, MRI
Apply super conduotingphernoienon in the manufacturingof

SQUID,MAG LEV train, switching devices
Use proper dielectrio material for manufacturingof high voltage

transformor,circuit breukers, servomotors
Analyse different

synthesis technique in the preparation of nano

materials

Bngineering

Physics

PH6251

Analyse the importanceof watertechnology in the purification of
water and its domesticand industrial demands.
Explain the principles of electrochemistry and corrosion and

theirpractical applicability.

Understand the fundamentalsof different alternative sources of

energy and their importancetothe mankind

Classify the types ofbattery
Analyse the different types of engineering materials and their

applications in daily life

Understand the industrial
techniques ofpetroleum processing and

determination of various parametersassociated withcombustion

Engineering

Chemistry-II
CY6251

processes

Describe electric circuits and working principles ofelectrical
machines

2 describeconceptsof various electronic devices
Choose appropriate instruments for electrical measurement for a

specific application

4 Describe various semiconductordevices
5 Describe varioustypesoftransformer
6 Classifyvarionselectronic measuring devices

Illustrate the vectorial and scalar
representation of forces and

Basic Electrical

and ElectronicsGE6252

Engineering

moments
2 Analyse the rigid body in equilibrium condition.3 Evaluate the properties of surfaces and solids

4 Calculatedynamic forces exerted inrigid body

Engineering
Mechanics

GE6253
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5 Determino the friction and the effects bythelaws offriction
Solvethe various

principles used to determine forces in

enginceringproblems

Apply drawing practices, limits, fits arnd tolerances

2 Draw partdrawing for machanical components
3 Drawpart drawing for machanicalcomponents

Draw sectional vicws

5|Draw assembly drawings
Evaluate the

quantitative chemical analysis of hardness,

alkalinity and copper ion.
Evaluate the iron content of the given solution using

potentiometer
Evaluate the determination of Bacl2 and sodium using

conductivity meter

4 Describe optics, thermal physics,

Evaluate engineeringproperties ofmaterials.
1 Develop partial differential equations for any provided equations
|2 Solve various types of partial differential equations

Solveone dimensionalwave equations and heat equations using

fourier series

Transform aperiodic function from one domain to another

domain usingFouriertransform method.

Transform periodic function into sum of sine and cosineseries
Solve difference equations using Z-Transform.

Computer
Aided Drafting

and Modeling

Laboratoryy

GE6261

4

P
tical

rac

Physics and

Chemistry

Laboratory -II

GE6262

Transforms and
Partial

MA6351
Differential

Equations

Compute stress, strain and deformation
of simple and compound

bars

Compute shear force and bending moment in beams
subjected to

transverse loadingTheo3 3 Compute shear stress due to torsion in shafts and helical springs
Calculate the slope and deflection in beams using different

2
ry

Strength of

Materials

4
methods
Compute stress and deformationin thin, thick cylinders and

CE6306

spherical shells

Calculate stress distribution due to shearing force and bending
moment,

Apply firstlaw of thermodynamics for simple open and closed

systems under steadyandunsteadyconditions.
Apply second law of thermodynamics to open and closed

systems
Apply rankine cycle for steam power plant and compare few

cycle improvement methods.
4 Derive simple thermodynamic relations fideal and real gases

Engineering

Thermodynamic
ME6301
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Calculate the
properties ofgasmixturesand moist air in

psychomctric process.

Compute entropy and available energy of a source and finite

bodyusingsccond law of thormodynamics

Compute the properties and characteristics offluids

Calculate the major andminorlosses of fluid flow through pipes
Apply dinensionalanalysis using Bucking ham Pi theorem for a

system

4 Compute the performanco characteristics ofpumps
Computetheperformance characteristics ofturbines

6 Predictthenature of physical quantities using model analysis.

Fluid

Mechanies and

Machinery

CE6451

LExplaindifferent metal casting processes

Compare various metal joining processes
Illustrate various hot working and coldworking methods of

metals
4 Explain various sheetmetal making processes

Distinguish various methods of manufacturingplastic
components
Describe the various defects in metal joining and forming

Manufacturing

Technology -I

ME6302

process

Describe the basiccomponents ofelectrical drives

Apply the motor characteristics to select suitable drives
3 Explainthe different types ofelectric braking system

Describethe different types of
starting methods used in

electrical drives

Explainthe different types of speed controllers used in AC
motors
Describethe types of speed controllers used to control DC
motors

1Demonstratethe taper turningoperation inlathe
2 Demonstrate threadcutting operation in lathe

3 Demonstrate eccentricity turningoperation in alathe

4 Demonstrate squarehead usingshaper machine
Demonstrate Hexagonal head shaping in shaping and milling

machine.
Calculate the coefficient ofdischarge for Orifice meter and

Venturimeter
2 Calculatetherate offlow using Rotometer3 Perform performance Test on different turbines

Perform performance Testof reciprocating pumpand gear pump
Determine the friction factor foragivenset ofpipes
Perform the load test, OCC, load

characteristics andspeed
control of DCshuntand DC series machines

Electrical

DrivesandEE6351

Controls

Manufacturing

Technology

Laboratory -I

ME6311

Prac

tical
Fluid

Mechanics and

Machinery

Laboratory

CE6461

56365Electrical
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Laboratory Perform the load test, OC and SC test on a single phase

transformer

Bvaluate the regulation ofan altornator by EMF and MMF
method
Perform the load test and spced control on various typesof

induction motor

Demonstrate theworking ofDCandACstarters

Apply the concept oftesting of hypothesis for small and large

samples

Apply thebasic concepts ofDOEin Engineeringproblems

Apply the numerical techniques of differentiation and integration

forEngincring problems.
Apply the numerical techniques for solving first and second

order ordinary differential equations
Solve the partial and ordinary differential equations with initial

andboundary conditions

Calculate theeigenvalues ofmatrixby powermethod

Discuss the basics ofmechanism in machines
Calculate displacement, velocity and acceleration in simple

mechanisms

Develop
cam profiles for SHM,parabolic, Uniform Velocity

and Cycloidalmotion

Solve basic problems in gear andgear train mechanism

Calculate friction in various machine elements
Apply the fundamentalsof mechanism for the design of new

mechanisms

Explainthe mechanism of material removal processes
Describe the constructional and operational features of centre

lathe and otherspecial purposelathes.

Describethe constructional
and operational features of shaper,

planner,milling, drilling. sawing and broachingmachines

Statistics and

NumericalMA6452
Methods

Kinematicsof

Machinery
ME6401

Theo

Manutacturing 4Explain the types of grinding and gear manufacturingprocesses
Technology- II

ME6402

Develop part programs forNC machines
Compare the functions and applications of different metal cutting

tools

Explainalloys and phase diagram,Iron-Iron Carbon diagram and

steel classification

2 Describe the effect of heattreatmentprocesses.
Explainthe effect ofalloying elements on ferrous and non-

ferrous metals

Summarize
the properties and applications of non metallic

materials

5 Explain the types of mechanicaltesting.

6 Describe fatigue andcreep failure mechanisms

Engineering
Materials andME6403

Metallurgy

GE
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Explain the nature and fact about environment,ecosystem and

biodiversity

Interpret the causes and apply the relevant control measures of

pollution
Describe energy resourco and the importance of renewable and

non-renewable resources

Explain forest resource, water resource, mineral resource,food

resource,cnergyresourceandlandresourceof environment

Explain the
social issues and legislative act onenvionment

Bxplain the role of individual in conservation of natural

Environmental

GE6351 Science and

Engineering

resources

Compute mean effective pressure and air standard efficiency

usingthermodynamic conceptsfordifferent airstandardcycles

Explainthe functioning and fcatures of IC engines, components

andauxiliaries
Compute the maximum condition of flow

of steam through

nozzle and turbine
Calculate work of compression with and withoutclearance in

Singlestage and multistageaircompressors
Calculate Performance parametersand Cooling Loadin

refrigeration and air conditioning system

6 CalculatePerformance parameters inICengines
Demonstrate contour milling and generate a spurgear from a

cylindrical work piece
Perform helical gear cutting operation and generate gear using

hobbing machine

Demonstrate plain surface grinding operation

Demonstrate cylindrical grindingand tooland Cutter Grinder
Measure cutting forces in Milling / Turning Process and develop

CNC part programming
Draw the valve timing and port timing diagram for single

cylinder fourstrokediesel engineandtwostroke petrol engine
Calculate the mechanical efficiency of four stroke SI engine by

Morse test

Compute the performance of four stroke single cylinder CI

engine &Predictactual diagram

4 Calculate the performanceofsteam generator and steamturbines

5Compute the flash and fire point of various fuel/lubricants

Compute the yield stress, breaking stress and ultimate stress of

thegivenspecimen under tension test

2 Conduct the torsion test anddeflection test onsolid materials
Perform Hardness test and findout the hardnessnumber ofSolid

Themal
ME6404

Engincering

Manufacturing

Technology

Laboratory-II

ME6411

Thermal

Engineerng

Laboratory-I

ME6412
Prac

tical

Strength of

Materials
materials

4 Compute the stiffness ofthe open coil and closed coil spring
Compute the impact strength of given specimen usinglzod

Impacttesting machine

CE6315

Laboratory

35TheoME6501Computer 1 Explain product cycle, designproçessequential andconcurrent
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y Aided Design cngineering in design process,

Explain the fundamentalsof parametric curves, surfaces and

Solids

31lustrate thealgorithms forvisual realism

4
Explain the fundamentals ofassembly of parts

5Summarizethe different types ofgraphicstandards used inCAD
Describe 2D,3D transformations of computer graphics

Apply heat conduction equations to different surface

configurationsunder steadystate andtransient conditions

Apply free and forced convective heat transfer correlations to

intemal and external flows through/over
various surface

configurations

ApplyLMTDand NTU methods of thermal analysis to different

typesof heat oxchanger configurations

4 Describe
the phenomena of

boiling and condensation

Apply the basiclaws for Radiation in heat tranisfer between

different types of surfaces

Apply diffusive and convective mass transfer equations and

correlations in steadystate molecular diffusion

Apply the concepts of steady and variable stresses in machine

component design

2 Apply theconceptsof design toshafts, keys and couplings

Apply the concepts of design totemporary and permanent joints

Apply the concepts ofdesignto energy absorbingmembers,

connecting rod and crank shaft.

Apply the concepts of design to bearings

Explain the various theory of failures used in machine

componentdesign.

Describe thebasic principles of instrumentation andmetrology
Illustrate the different types of linear and angular

measurements.

Describe the laser principles in advanced metrology

Explain the techniques of form measurements in industrial

Heat and Mass

Transfer
ME6502

Design of

MachineME6503
Elements

Metrology and

Measurements
ME6504 components

Describe measuring methods of power, flowand temperature
Explain the procedures for conductingcomputer aided

measurements

Calculate static and dynamic forcesofmechan�smns.
Calculate the balancing masses and ther locations of

reciprocatingand rotating masses

Compute thefrequency of free vibration

Compute the frequencyof forced vibration and damping

coefficient

Calculate the speed and lift of govermors

Compute the gyroscopiccouple on autpmobiles,ships and

airplanes

Dynamics of

Machines
ME6505

OF ENGIN
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1 Explain the importance of humanvalues andethics

2 Describe the theories in engineeringethics

3 Apply the ethical theories inEngineeringprojects

4 Differentiate the safety and riskfactors in the society

5 Discuss the global ethical issues related toEngineering

6 Explain the responsibility andrights ofEngineerinthe society

Demonstrate the principles of kinematics in various types of

gears,gcartrains, mechanisms and universal joints

Compute the mass momentof inertia of axisymmetric objects

using Turn table apparatus, bi-filar suspension, compound

pendulum and fly wheel and axlesystem

Compute the natural frequencyand damping coofficient,

torsional frequency, critical speed of shaft under the given load

conditionsand the gyroscopic couple
Perform characteristic test of Watt, Porter, Proell and Hartnell

Professional

GE6075 Ethics in

Engineering

Dynamics

Laboratory
ME6511

governors
Demonstrate the balancing of rotating masses in dynamic

balancingmachine
Calculate the thermal conductivity of various Engineering

materials
Compute heat transfer rate in free and forced convection

environment

Compute emissivity of greysurface
Calculate the effectiveness of parallel and counterflow heat

exchanger
Calculate the performance of refrigeration ,air conditioning

system,aircompressor andfluidized bed coolingtower

1 Measure the temperature, force, torque usingrelevantsensors.
Measure the dimensions,angularity and parallelism of a given

Prac

tical Thermal

Engineering

Laboratory-II

ME6512

Component
Calibrate the vernier ,micrometer and vemier height guage using

Metrology and

ME6513 Measurements
Laboratory

3
gaugeblocks
Measure the gear tooth dimensions and threaded parameters

using profile projector

5 Measurement of anglesusing bevel protractor and sinebar

Apply the conceptsof design to belts, chains and rope drives

Apply the conceptsof design to spur,helical gears

3 Applythe concepts of designto wormand bevel gears

4 Apply theconceptsof designto gear boxes

5 Apply the conceptsof designtocams, brakes

6 Apply theconcepts of design toclutches

2
Design of

TransmissionME6601
Systems

Theo

ry 1 Explain themanagement functions of an organization

2 Describe theplanningtools and techniques in the organization

Principles of

Management
3 Explainthe functions ofhuman resourcemanagement

Describethe leadership and motivation theories of an

organization

MG6851

5 Classify budgetaryand non-budgetarycontrolling techniques
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Describe the leadership qualities of a Manager in an

organization

Explain the various parts of automobileswith their functions and

materials
Describe the engine auxillary system and engineemission

control

Distinguish the working of different types of transmission

system
4 Explain the

steering, brakeand suspension system

5 Explain the various alternate fuels used inautomobiles

Explain vehicle aerodynamics andtraction control

Automobile

Engineering
ME6602

Summnarize the basics offinite element formulation

Apply finite element methods to solve one dimensional

problems
Apply finite clement methods to solve two-dimensionalScalar

Problems
Apply finite element methods to solve two-dimensionalVector

problems

Apply finite element methods to solve problems on

isoparametricelements.

|6Solve basic Dynamic problemsusing Finite element methods

1 Apply the concept ofcompressibleflow in constant areaduct

Compute static and stagnation properties of Rayleigh and Fanno

flow in constant areaduct
Examine the effect of compression and expansion waves in

compressibleflow

4 Apply theconceptsof gasdymamics in jet propulsion

5 Apply the basicconceptsof gasdynamics in space propulsion

Apply theconceptof compressible flowin variable area duct

Create 2D models usingmodeling softwares

2 Create3Dmodels usingmodeling softwares

3 Demonstrate basicoperations in CNC millingmachines

4 Demonstrate the basicoperations in CNC turningmachines

5 Simulate turningand millingoperations usingcam softwares

Finite Blement
ME6603

Analysis

Gas Dynamics
and JetME6604

Propulsion

C.A.D./

ME6611 C.AM.
Laboratory

Prac3 Design the machine components or product based on

specification
Fabricate the machine components or product based on the

design
Demonstrate the working model ofthe completed mechanical

product

Manageprojects through work plan and detailed budgets.

Present their finding Orally tothe review committee

|6 Contribute effectively asindividualand team member

6
tical

Design and

FabricationME6612

Project
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1 Listen andrespond appropriately

Communication 2 Participate in group discussion

and Soft Skills-

Laboratory
Based

3 Read and evaluate text critically

4 Write for media contentoncurrentevents
Communicate effectively

with appropriate vocabularyand

GE6674

grammar
Explain the layout, construction and working ofthe components

ofthermal powerplant
Explain the layout, construction and working of the components

of Diesel,GasandCombined cycle power plants

Explainthe layout, construction and working ofthe components

ofnuclear power plants.

Explain the layout,construction and working ofthe components

ofrenewable enery power plants

Describetheeconomic and environmentalissues onpowerplants

Estimatethe costofelectrical energy production in power plants

Discussthe interdiciplinary applications of electronics, electrical,

mechanical and computer systems

Explain the architecture of 8085microprocessorand 8051

microcontroller

Explain the Programmable Peripheral
Interface and Architecture

of8255PPI

Describethearchitecture, programming and application of

programmable logiccontroller.
Explain the typesof motors and actuators in mechatronics

System
6 Describe the structure and operation of pick andplacerobot

Explain the basic conceptofCAD/CAM in computer integrated

manufacturing

Illustrate the use of computers in process planning
Diffentiate the different coding system used in Group

Technology

4 Explain the concept ofFMS and AGVs
5 Classify the robotsusedinIndustrial application

Solve quantitative analys�s in cellular manufacturingusing ROC
Algorithm

1Describethe needs and basic conceptsof TQM
2 Apply theTOM principles and concepts in business

Apply Benchmarking techniques in quality management

Power Plant
ME6701

Engincering

ME6702 Mechatronics

Theo
4

ry

Computer

Integrated

Manufacturing

Systems

ME6703

Total Quality

Management
GE6757 processes

4 Explain theconcepts of SixSigma

5 Describe the quality systemsandstandards inthe organisations

6 Describe theconcepts of total productivemaintenance
Analyze stresses and strains induced in plates, brackets and

beams usingfinite elementsoftware
Calculate natural frequencyof2D components and beams using

finiteelement software

3 Demonstrate basic harmonic analysis in beams

Simulationand

Analysis

Laboratory

Prac
4 ME6711

tical
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4 Analyse stresses in basic cylindrical shell problems

Computethe natural frequency ofsimplespringmasssystcms
Develop programs for arithmetic functions,sorting and code

conversion functions

Develop program codes to
interface

trafic light controller and

steppermotor, specd control of DC motor
Demostrate the hydraulic, pneumatic, electro pneumatic and

PLC circuits

Modeling and analysis of the hydraulic and pneumatic using

simulatio1 software
Compute the dimensions ofgiven geometry using imag

processingtechniques
Comprehend any problem related to basicscience

2 Comprehend any problem related tothermal science

3Comprehendany problem related to manufacturing

4 Comprehend any problem related to design

Comprehend any problem rolated to industrial engineering and

maintenanco

Explainthe basic concepts of Economics and different types of

costs.

Describe valuc engineeringprocedures
Differentiate Cash Dominated and Revenue Dominated Cash

Mechatronies
MB6712

Laboratory

Prac
ME6713 Comprehension

tical

Theo Engineering
Economics

MG6863
flow.

4 Explaintheprinciples of Replacement and Maintenance analysis

5Compute depreciation of products

6 Determine theeconomic life of an asset.

ldentify a specific Engineeringproblem from the context of

societal issues

|2 Provide eco-friendly solution for the identified problem

Design and development of systems and models for the solution

ofidentified problem
Conduct experimentsfor the developed solutions with the aid of

Prac 4
modem tools

Interpret and disscuss the results

6 provide valid conclusionsforthe obtainedresults

7 Manage projects throughwork plan and detailed budgets.

Present their finding Orally tothe review committee

9 Contribute effectively asindividual and team member

tical
ME6811 Project Work
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